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Abstract

Threshold attribute-based encryption (thABE) is a vari-
ant of identity-based encryption which views identities as
sets of descriptive attributes. If a thABE ciphertext c is
computed for a set ω of attributes, then, to decrypt c,
a user must have keys associated with a sufficiently large
subset of ω. One application of thABE is biometric-based
access control (BBAC). Practical BBAC applications im-
pose the following constraints on the design of thABE
schemes: first, a suitable thABE scheme must have an ef-
ficient decryption procedure; second, the proposed scheme
must prevent colluding users from being able to decrypt
ciphertexts which none of them could decrypt; third, the
designed scheme must provide a mechanism whereby en-
cryptors can, at encryption time, specify multiples sets of
attributes with their corresponding threshold values. To
the best of our knowledge, no scheme is known that si-
multaneously satisfies the aforementioned requirements.
This paper describes an efficient and collusion-resistant
thABE scheme featuring dynamically-specifiable thresh-
old values. The proposed scheme is proven secure in the
random oracle model, and its efficiency and flexibility are
compared with Sahai and Waters’thABE scheme.

Keywords: Access control, biometric-based encryption,
fuzzy identity-based encryption

1 Introduction

Cryptography has long been suggested as a method to
support access control. The idea is to encrypt confiden-
tial documents according to sets of privileges, and to give
the corresponding privilege decryption keys to users who
have these privileges. Thus, it is expected that only au-
thorized users can cryptographically access (decrypt) pro-
tected documents. In the following section, we present is-
sues which must be addressed when cryptography is used
to support biometric-based access control (BBAC).

1.1 Practical BBAC Constraints

In BBAC, the biometric identity of a person is often com-
posed of multiple sets of attributes. This is true for one’s
voice [18], iris [8], and fingerprint [13]. Moreover, the
number of attributes used to represent biometric iden-
tities is often large (15 in the case of Monrose et al.’s
key-stroke-based algorithm [17], 46 in the case of Mon-
rose et al.’s voice-based method [18], 249 in the case of
Daugman’s iris-based algorithm [8], and 648 in the case of
Jain et al.’s fingerprint-based method [13]). Furthermore,
the number of attributes used to identify users evolves
with both time (i.e. research discoveries) and the accu-
racy of specific input devices [21]. (This accuracy can
only be determined at encryption time.) Consequently,
practical cryptographic BBAC applications call for the
use of mechanisms which enable users to encrypt confi-
dential documents with respect to multiple and varying
sets of attributes.

1.2 Threshold Attribute-Based Encryp-

tion

Recently introduced by Sahai and Waters [21], threshold
attribute-based encryption (thABE) has been suggested
as a cryptographic primitive suitable for BBAC. More pre-
cisely, let d be a threshold value, and c be a ciphertext
intended for an identity ω (where ω is a set of descrip-
tive attributes). Let also ω′ be the identity of a user U .
Then, U must have decryption keys associated with a d-
element subset of ω in order decrypt c. (In other words,
|ω ∩ ω′| ≥ d must be satisfied in order for U to decrypt
c.) Thus, if attributes represent features extracted from
biometric readings, and if users are given decryption keys
corresponding to their biometric features, then thABE
can be used to support BBAC.
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1.3 Concrete Example of thABE Appli-

cation to BBAC

In BBAC, each user is uniquely identified by sets of at-
tributes representing features of her biometric identity
(such as her iris or her thumb). Since biometric mea-
surements are noisy, the use of thABE significantly im-
proves the possibility of using biometrics to authenticate
human users, and thereby control access to information
addressed to these users. For instance, a user A could go
to a Driver Licensing Agency D, and identify herself via
an iris scan, under the ongoing surveillance of a trained
agent. D could then use this scan to encrypt A’s infor-
mation (e.g. an annual driver’s license), when this infor-
mation needs to be securely sent to A (e.g. via the Web,
or via storage of ciphertexts on a smart card presented by
(a representative of) A). In order to obtain her biometric
private keys, A would have to go in person to a trusted
third party (e.g. a state agency) which would deliver keys
via the same authenticating procedure as that used by D.
A could then decrypt ciphertexts addressed to her, using
a thABE scheme.

It is important to note that physical biometric at-
tributes do not have to be remembered (like passwords) or
stored in a transportable tamper-resistant device. More-
over, not that, when biometrics are read under the surveil-
lance of trained agents, the odds of user impersonation in
the process of obtaining biometric-based decryption keys
is significantly reduced. Moreover, the aforementioned
identification method is simple1, does not require prior
relationship with the authenticating party, and does not
require corroborating credentials (which may have been il-
legally forged). Furthermore, each user decides to whom
her biometric identity is revealed, and the use of bio-
metrics to generate cryptographic keys provides an effi-
cient method to assign unique identifiers to human users.
Hence, the aforementioned biometric-based access control
process offers many security benefits.

It should be noted, however, that biometric-based de-
cryption keys are not as easy to change as other classes of
decryption keys. Indeed, humans have a limited number
of physical attributes (e.g. eyes and fingers). Note, never-
theless, that advances in biometric-based authentication
regularly discover new biometric features which can be
used to better authenticate users.

1.4 Certificate-Based vs. Identity-Based

Encryption

thABE is a variant of IBE [6, 22]. While certificate-
based encryption (CBE) forces encryptors to obtain the
public-key certificates of their recipients, IBE requires
that encryptors obtain only one set of system-wide cer-
tified public parameters. Since digital certificates are
known to be difficult to manage and distribute in large
user-communities, it follows that, in some situations, IBE
is more suitable to encryption-based access control than

1It consists of a mere biometric reading

CBE. In particular, IBE is preferable to CBE when known
techniques to revoke identity-based (ID-based) decryption
keys are acceptable. One such technique consists of as-
sociating attribute identifiers with time periods [6]. In
such a case, users are given time-period-bound decryp-
tion keys, at the beginning of each period, upon satis-
faction of a number of criteria. Another ID-based key
revocation method consists of using online cryptographic
agents which must be involved in each decryption process
[4, 5, 15]. These agents (which can be associated with
many users) partially process each user’s decryption re-
quest, if and only if the user has all required security priv-
ileges. Thus, thABE can be used to support BBAC and
RBAC, without requiring encryptors to obtain public-key
certificates.

1.5 Difficulty of Designing Efficient and

Flexible thABE Schemes

Designing efficient and flexible thABE schemes is not triv-
ial. Indeed, if New-thABE is such a scheme, then the
following challenges must be simultaneously addressed.

C1 New-thABE should be resistent to collusion attacks
whereby users having various attribute keys attempt
to pool their keys in order to decrypt ciphertexts
which none of them could decrypt on her own. This
means that private attribute keys should be “person-
alized” while public attribute keys should not be tied
with users, so that New-thABE be scalable to large
user populations.

C2 Encryption for an identity ω should target each of the
possible sufficiently large subsets of ω. If ω has ` ele-
ments and d is a given threshold value, then there are

`!
d!(`−d)! possible combinations. However, the cost of

encryption should remain low (i.e. ideally constant,
but at most linear with respect to d).

C3 If d is a threshold value associated with a cipher-
text c, then a user with identity ω should be given
private keys in such a way that at least d of them
must be jointly used in order to decrypt c. This is
challenging to achieve because private keys are given
before encryption time. Hence, the use of a mere se-
cret sharing scheme at decryption-key granting time
is not adequate.

C4 Encryptors should be able to select attributes from
multiple sets whose threshold values are different.

With respect to C3, remark that the decryption proce-
dure of Sahai and Waters’s second scheme [21] requires 2d

pairing (i.e. expensive) operations, where d is a system-
wide threshold parameters. (Note that Sahai and Waters
presented two schemes in [21]. However, only the second
scheme is scalable when the number of attributes grows.
Moreover, only the second scheme features a small set
of certified public parameters. Consequently, the phrase
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Sahai and Waters’scheme will henceforth refer to Sa-
hai and Waters’second scheme.) One is interested in a
scheme whose decryption algorithm involves a small con-
stant number of pairing computations. Furthermore, re-
mark that Sahai and Waters suggested two methods to ad-
dress C4. First, it was suggested to use different thABE
systems with different threshold values. Second, it was
proposed to use a maximal threshold value for all cipher-
texts, and to use dummy attributes (whose secret keys are
given by default to all decryptors) in order to decrease the
effective threshold value associated with a given cipher-
text. The first proposed option is not necessarily conve-
nient, but most importantly, it increases the length of ci-
phertexts associated with multiple sets of attributes (by a
factor equal to the number of sets). The second proposed
option is not necessarily adequate either, as illustrated
by the following example. Suppose that dmax = 4, and
that one wants to encrypt a message m for an identity
ω = {α1, α2} with threshold value d = 2. Let δ1 and δ2

be two dummy attributes. If m is encrypted for ω with
δ1 and δ2, then the recipient can decrypt the ciphertext
without having the secret keys associated with α1 and α2.
Moreover, if m is encrypted for with ω with δ1, then the
recipient only needs to have the secret key associated with
α1 or α2.

Thus, while Sahai and Waters addressed C1 and C2
simultaneously, designing a scheme which efficiently ad-
dresses C1 through C4 remains an open question. The
goal of this paper is to address each of the aforemen-
tioned challenges. Our contributions are presented in
Section 1.7. Section 1.6 reviews past research related to
thABE.

1.6 Related Work

thABE schemes form a subclass of fuzzy ID-based en-
cryption (FIBE) schemes [21]. As thABE schemes, FIBE
schemes view identities as sets of descriptive attributes,
and use attributes to encrypt messages. More precisely, a
user U with identity ω′ is able to decrypt a ciphertext en-
crypted with identity ω if and only if ω and ω′ are within
a certain distance from each other, as stipulated by a
specifiable metric. One such metric is the set-overlap dis-
tance, which forces each decryptor of any given ciphertext
c to have keys corresponding to a sufficiently large subset
of the identity used to obtain c. When a FIBE scheme
uses the set-overlap distance, then this scheme is called
a threshold attributed-based encryption (thABE) scheme.
IBE was introduced by Shamir [22], in 1984, but the first
efficient and provably secure IBE scheme was described
by Boneh and Franklin [6], in 2001. thABE schemes dis-
tinguish themselves from known threshold IBE (thIBE)
schemes [2, 4, 15], by the following two features: first,
thIBE schemes view each identity as one string (instead
of a set of attribute strings); second, thIBE schemes re-
quire one decryptor to interact with a threshold number of
servers in order to complete decryption procedures. With
regards to ID-based access control, Nali et al. [19] pre-

sented a thIBE scheme involving encryption with multiple
attributes, but their scheme is not collusion-resistant. Yao
et al. [23] also proposed a collusion-resistant ID-based en-
cryption scheme which encrypts to multiple hierarchical
identities, but this scheme is computationally expensive
(the number of pairings in the decryption procedure grows
linearly with the number of hierarchical identities used to
encrypt a message.)

Much research dealing with the use of biometrics to
derive cryptographic secret keys has also been conducted
[7, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18]. In these systems, as pointed out
by Sahai and Waters [21], the capture of one’s biometric
reading enables full impersonation of the corresponding
person. On the contrary, FIBE allow biometric measure-
ments to be public. In fact, identities used to encrypt
messages are also made public.

1.7 Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is to present a flexi-
ble and collusion-resistant thABE scheme featuring signif-
icantly lower computational requirements than Sahai and
Waters’scheme (henceforth referred to as SW-thABE).
More precisely, let d be the predefined threshold value
associated with SW-thABE. (Take, for instance, d = 249
in the case of Daugman’s iris recognition algorithm [8]).
Then the proposed scheme’s decryption procedure re-
quires only 2 pairing computations, compared with 2d

pairings in the case of SW-thABE’s decryption algorithm.
Moreover, the proposed thABE scheme (henceforth re-
ferred to as New-thABE) is flexible because it allows to
specify, at encryption time, various sets of attributes with
their associated threshold values. Furthermore, if t de-
notes the number of attributes used to encrypt a message,
an optimization of New-thABE is proposed which dras-
tically reduces its ciphertext length, from O(t) to O(1),
when decryptors must have all the attributes of a given
set. Moreover, we note that, when a ciphertext’s thresh-
old value is maximal, New-thABE provides the first effi-
cient collusion-resistant IBE scheme.

We examine the security of New-thABE in the ran-
dom oracle model [3], and show that this scheme can
be extended (via Fujisaki-Okamoto padding [10]) into a
scheme that provides semantic security against adaptive
chosen ciphertext attacks, in the random oracle model,
if the bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is intractable. For
comparison, note that SW-thABE achieves a weaker se-
curity result (i.e. semantic security against selective-ID
attacks2), in the standard model.

1.8 Outline

The sequel is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews stan-
dard terminology concerning thABE, its security, and re-
lated number theoretic assumptions. Section 3 describes
our proposed thABE scheme, and Section 4 discusses

2Selective-ID attacks model attacker which choose, in advance,

the target identity they wish to attack.
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its computational requirements, in comparison with SW-
thABE. Section 5 summarizes the security guarantees of
our scheme, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present fundamental definitions related
to thABE schemes, their security, bilinear pairing and
standard number theoretic assumptions. Readers familiar
with [21] may go to Section 3.

2.1 Identities

For the description of thABE schemes, each identity is
viewed as a set ω of attributes. Each user with identity ω

is given a set of private attribute keys each of which corre-
sponds to an element of ω. These attributes keys are se-
cretly granted by an entity known as the private key gen-
erator (PKG), upon careful inspection of users’identities
(e.g. via surveillance of on-site biometric measurement).

2.2 Threshold Attribute-Based Encryp-

tion Scheme

Each thABE scheme is composed of four algorithms whose
functions are described below:

1) Setup: Given a security parameter k, this algorithm
is used by the PKG to return a tuple params of sys-
tem parameters. These parameters include a descrip-
tion of the message space M and the ciphertext space
C, along with a secret piece of data s0 called the mas-
ter secret key. Other parameters are allowed, such as
attribute parameters. Some parameters may be pub-
lic (including those describing M and C), while oth-
ers remain secret (including the master secret key).

2) Key Generation: Given the scheme’s public and pri-
vate parameters, and an arbitrary identity ω, this al-
gorithm returns a set Dω of private keys correspond-
ing to ω.

3) Encrypt: Given a threshold parameter d, a message
m ∈ M, the identity ω of an intended recipient, and
the scheme’s public parameters, this algorithm re-
turns a ciphertext c ∈ C corresponding to m, ω and
d.

4) Decrypt: Given a ciphertext c ∈ C (including a
threshold parameter d and a target identity ω), the
private key set Dω′ of a recipient, and the scheme’s
public parameters, this algorithm returns the mes-
sage m ∈ M associated with c if |ω ∩ ω′| ≥ d.

Encryption and decryption must satisfy the following
consistency constraint:

∀ m ∈ M Decrypt(d, c, pubParams, Dω′) = m,
if |ω ∩ ω′| ≥ d and c = Encrypt(d, m, ω, pubParams).

2.3 Threat Model

To examine the security of thABE schemes, the related
notions of adaptive chosen ciphertext security and chosen
plaintext security are first defined in Section 2.3.1 and
Section 2.3.2. These notions are used to define the secu-
rity of thABE schemes.

2.3.1 Chosen Ciphertext Security

Let Ψ be a thABE scheme. Note that Ψ’s ability to en-
crypt for multiple sets of attributes is not intrinsically
related to Ψ’s security. Hence, we shall assume (for sim-
plicity) that Ψ encrypts for only one set of attributes.
Thus, the following game, initiated by a challenger Ch

against an attacker A, may be considered:

Setup: From a security parameter k, Ch uses Ψ’s
Setup algorithm to generate the cryptosystem’s pub-
lic and private parameters - keeping the private pa-
rameters secret while giving the public ones to A.

Phase 1: A issues to Ch a polynomially bounded
number of queries of the following types:

– Key Extraction query: Given an identity ωi, Ch

must return the private key set Dωi
associated

with ωi.

– Decryption query: Given an identity ω′
i, and a

ciphertext ci encrypted for an identity ωi such
that |ωi ∩ ω′

i| ≥ di (where di is the threshold
parameter associated with ci), Ch must return
a message mi associated with ci.

The above queries may be issued adaptively: each
request may depend on its predecessors.

Challenge: Once Phase 1 is over, A issues a thresh-
old parameter d∗, an identity ω∗ of its choice, and a
pair (m0, m1) of equal-length plaintexts, such that,
in Phase 1, no Key Extraction queries were issued on
an identity ω such that |ω ∩ ω∗| ≥ d∗. Ch then picks
a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, computes the encryption c∗

of mβ for ω∗, and sends c∗ to A.

Phase 2: A issues a polynomially bounded number
of Phase 1 types of queries, under the following re-
strictions:

– No Key Extraction queries are issued on an iden-
tity ωi such that |ωi ∩ ω∗| ≥ d∗.

– No Decryption query is issued with c∗ as an ar-
gument.

The queries may be issued adaptively: each request
may depend on its predecessors.

Guess: Once Phase 2 is over, A submits a guess bit
β′ and wins the game if β′ = β.
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Definition 1. The above game is called the IND-thABE-
CCA attack game. The quantity
|Pr[β′ = β] − 1

2 | – representing the advantage of A
over any challenger Ch in the game – is denoted by
AdvthABE−CCA

A,Ch . A thABE scheme is said to be secure
against adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks ( IND-thABE-
CCA secure, in short) if no polynomially bounded at-
tacker can be found that has non-negligible advantage in
the above IND-thABE-CCA game.

2.3.2 Chosen Plaintext Security

The notion of chosen plaintext security is similar to (and
weaker than) the notion of chosen ciphertext security. To
define semantic security for thABE schemes, one may con-
sider a game (called the IND-thABE-CPA game), which is
identical to the IND-thABE-CCA game, except that the
attacker A is unable to issue Decryption queries.

Definition 2. The value |Pr[β′ = β]− 1
2 | – representing

the advantage of A over any challenger Ch in the IND-
thABE-CPA game – is denoted by AdvthABE−CPA

A,Ch . A
thABE scheme is said to be secure against adaptive chosen
plaintext attacks ( IND-thABE-CPA secure, in short) if
no polynomially bounded attacker can be found that has
non-negligible advantage in a IND-thABE-CPA game.

2.4 Bilinear Pairing and Diffie-Hellman

Problems

Let G1 and G2 be two Abelian groups of prime order
q, where G1 is additive and G2 is multiplicative. Let

P
(1)
0 ∈ G∗

1 be a generator of G1. A Bilinear pairing ê

is a map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 such that ê(aP
(1)
0 , bP

(1)
0 ) =

ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(1)
0 )ab for all a, b ∈ Z∗

q . (Bilinear pairings can
be constructed using Weil pairings (cf. section 5 of [6])
and – more efficiently – using Tate pairings on elliptic
curves.) The map ê is said to be an admissible pairing
if it is a non-degenerate (i.e. ê does not send all pairs of
points in G1 ×G1 to the identity in G2), computable (i.e.
ê efficiently computes the image of any pair of points in
G1×G1) Bilinear pairing. Let A be an attacker modelled
as a probabilistic Turing machine.

The computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH ) problem

[6] is that in which A is to compute abP
(1)
0 , given

(G1, q, P
(1)
0 , aP

(1)
0 , bP

(1)
0 ) and a security parameter k,

where a, b ∈ Z∗
q are unknown. The success (or advan-

tage) of A is then defined as Pr[A computes abP
(1)
0 ].

The decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH ) problem [6] is that

in which A is to guess whether cP
(1)
0 = abP

(1)
0 , given

(G1, q, P
(1)
0 , aP

(1)
0 , bP

(1)
0 , cP

(1)
0 ) and a security parameter

k, where a, b, c ∈ Z∗
q are unknown. The success (or ad-

vantage) of A is then defined as Pr[A makes a right guess

that cP
(1)
0 = abP

(1)
0 ]. G1 is called a Gap-Diffie-Hellman

group if the CDH is intractable in G1, but the the DDH
can be solved in polynomial time in G1. The Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman (BDH ) problem [6] is that in which A is to

compute ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(1)
0 )abc given a security parameter k, the

tuple (G1, q, P
(1)
0 , aP

(1)
0 , bP

(1)
0 , cP

(1)
0 ) where a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q

are unknown, and given the fact that the CDH problem
cannot be solved in polynomial time with non-negligible
advantage in both G1 and G2. The success (or advantage)

of A is then defined as Pr[A outputs ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(1)
0 )abc].

3 Proposed Threshold Attribute-

Based Encryption Scheme

The thABE scheme presented below (i.e. New-thABE)
shows how to encrypt for two attribute sets whose thresh-
old values can be dynamically specified by the encryptor.
Encryption to polynomially many attribute sets could also
be handled, using a similar methodology. However, for
simplicity, we only describe the case in which there are
two attribute sets.

1) Instance Generator (k). This procedure, denoted
by IG, is a randomized algorithm which takes a se-
curity parameter k > 0, runs in O(k), and outputs
(G1, G2, ê), where G1 and G2 are two Abelian groups
of prime order q ≥ 2k, and ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is an
admissible pairing with respect to which G1 and G2

are Gap-Diffie-Hellman groups.

2) Setup (k): Given a security parameter k > 0, the
PKG:

a. runs IG with input k and obtains (G1, G2, ê).

b. sets δ = 2, and computes both n = poly1(k)
and ` = poly2(k), where poly1 and poly2 are
polynomials over the positive integers; (δ is the
number of attribute sets used for encryption, n

is the message length, and ` is the total number
of attributes;)

c. picks, randomly and uniformly3, P
(1)
0 , P

(2)
0 ∈

G1 and s0 ∈ Z∗
q ;

d. computes Ppub = s0P
(1)
0 , g = ê(P

(2)
0 , Ppub);

e. chooses two cryptographic hash functions H1 :
{0, 1}∗ → G1 and H2 : G2 → {0, 1}n.

Let N` denote the set {1, · · · , `}. The message
space is M = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space is
C = N δ

` × {0, 1}δ·` × G
`+1
1 × {0, 1}n. The sys-

tem’s public parameters (which must be certified) are

pubParams = (δ, q, n, ê, P
(1)
0 , g, Ppub,H1,H2), and

the PKG keeps s0 and P
(2)
0 secret, while params =

(pubParams, s0, P
(2)
0 ).

3) Key Generation (ω, params): Let ω = {ij}
t
j=1 be

the identity of a user U , where each ij is the index of
an attribute. Let also IDij

be the string identifier of
the ithj attribute, and Qij

= H1(IDij
) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t.

3In the sequel, we shall use the notation x ∈R X to indicate that

the element x is chosen uniformly at random from the set X.
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Then, the PKG picks µ ∈R Z∗
q , and secretly gives

U her private key Dω = (Sω, Tµ, Uµ), where Uµ =

µP
(1)
0 , Tµ = s0P

(2)
0 − µs0P

(1)
0 , and Sω = {Dij

}t
j=1

with Dij
= µ · Qij

for 1 ≤ j ≤ t.

4) Encrypt (d1, d2, m, ω1, ω2, pubParams): Given two
threshold parameters d1 and d2, a message m ∈ M,
pubParams, and the identities ω1 = {ij}

t1
j=1 and

ω2 = {uv}
t2
v=1 of an intended recipient, the encryptor:

a. selects δ random polynomials F1 and F2, where

Fp(x) = Ppub + (
∑dp−1

z=1 r(p,z)x
z)P

(1)
0

(with p = 1, 2 and r(p,z) ∈R Z∗
q for 1 ≤ z ≤ dp);

b. picks r ∈R Z∗
q ;

c. computes X , (Y
(1)
ij

)t1
j=1, and (Y

(2)
uv )t2

v=1 as fol-
lows:
X = rP

(1)
0 , Qj = H1(IDj), and Y

(p)
j =

r(Fp(j) + Qj) ∀ j ∈ ωp for p = 1, 2;

d. computes σ1, σ2 ∈ {0, 1}` such that the eth bit
of σp is 1 if and only if e ∈ ωp (with p = 1, 2);

e. computes Z = m ⊕ H2(g
r) and outputs c =

(d1, d2, σ1, σ2, X, (Y
(1)
ij

)
tp

j=1, (Y
(2)
uv )t2

v=1, Z).

5) Decrypt (c, Dω′ , pubParams): Let c =

(d1, d2, σ1, σ2, X, (Y
(1)
ij

)t1
j=1, (Y

(2)
uv )t2

v=1, Z) be a
given ciphertext computed for the identities ω1

and ω2. Let also Dω′ = (Sω′ , Tµ, Uµ) be a re-
cipient’s private key, where Sω′ = {Dj}j∈ω′ .
For p = 1, 2, let Φp be a dp-element subset of
ωp ∩ ω′. Then, the recipient outputs m = Z⊕
H2[ê(

1
δ
(
∑

j∈Φ1
φω1

j Dj +
∑

j∈Φ2
φω2

j Dj) − Tµ, X)−1

·ê(Uµ, 1
δ
(
∑

j∈Φ1
φω1

j Yj +
∑

j∈Φ2
φω2

j Yj))], where each

φ
ωp

j =

∏

z∈ωp\{j}
−z

j−z
is the zero evaluation of the

Lagrange coefficient of j with respect to ωp.

For correctness, assume that δ = 1 (since the case δ = 2
follows similarly), and remark that:

ê(
∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Dj − Tµ, X)−1

= ê(µ
∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Qj, rP
(1)
0 )−1 · ê(s0P

(2)
0 , rP

(1)
0 )

·ê(µs0P
(1)
0 , rP

(1)
0 )−1;

ê(Uω′ ,
∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Yj)

= ê(µP
(1)
0 , r

∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j F (j)) · ê(µP
(1)
0 , r

∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Qj)

= ê(µP
(1)
0 , rs0P

(1)
0 ) · ê(µ

∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Qj , rP
(1)
0 );

ê(
∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Dj − Tµ, X)−1 · ê(Uω′ ,
∑

j∈Φ1

φω1

j Yj)

= ê(s0P
(2)
0 , rP

(1)
0 )

= gr.

Optimization when Threshold Value is

Maximal

In some access control scenarios, users are required to
have all the attributes of a given attribute set in order to
access a given resource. For instance, some attributes of
a person may appear in all her biometric readings. These
attributes may therefore be grouped in a special set, and
used when encrypting documents for this person. When
thABE is used to enforce BBAC, the aforementioned sce-
nario can be modelled as follows: let ω be one set of t at-
tributes; then decryptors must have keys associated with
the t elements of ω. The scheme presented below shows
how to obtain a thABE scheme with short and constant-
size ciphertexts, when a user must have all the attributes
of a given set in order to decrypt a particular ciphertext.

1) Instance Generator (k). As in New-thABE.

2) Setup (k). As in New-thABE with δ = 1 and C =
{0, 1}` × G2

1 × {0, 1}n.

3) Encrypt (d, m, ω, pubParams): Given a message
m ∈ M, pubParams, and the identity ω = {ij}

t
j=1

of an intended recipient, the encryptor:

a. picks r ∈R Z∗
q ;

b. computes X = rP
(1)
0 and Y = r(Ppub +

∑t
j=1 Qij

) (where Qij
= H1(IDij

) ∀j =
1, · · · , t);

c. computes σ ∈ {0, 1}` such that the eth bit of σ

is 1 if and only if e ∈ ω;

d. computes Z = m ⊕ H2(g
r) and outputs c =

(σ, X, Y, Z).

4) Decrypt (c, Dω′ , pubParams): Let c = (σ, X, Y, Z)
be a given ciphertext computed for the identity ω

(where |ω| = t). Let also Dω′ = (Sω′ , Tµ, Uµ) be a
recipient’s private key, where Sω′ = {Dj}j∈ω′ . Let
Φ = ω′ ∩ ω. Then, the recipient outputs

m = Z ⊕H2



ê(
∑

j∈Φ

Dj − Tω′ , X)−1 · ê(Uω′ , Y )



 .

4 Efficiency

Table 1 compares the computational requirements of
New-thABE with those of SW-thABE. d denotes the (sum
of all) threshold value(s), while t denotes both number
of attributes used for encryption and the number of at-
tributes which identify an arbitrary user. MX and AX

respectively denote computational costs of scalar multi-
plication and addition in the Abelian group X . RX de-
notes the computational cost of uniformly selecting a ran-
dom element in the set X . The computational cost of
exponentiation in the group X is denoted by ExX , and
P denotes the computational cost of a bilinear pairing
operation. Note that pairings computations are, by far,
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Table 1: Efficiency Comparison of New-thABE with SW-thABE.
Schemes Computational Requirements Features

SW-thABE Public Parameters MG1
+ 2RG1

+ RZ∗
q

1 Attribute Set

Key Generation (t2 + t)AG1
+ t(d − 1)ExZ∗

q
+ (4t + t2)MG1

1 Threshold Value

+ t(d − 1)MZ∗
q

+ (d + t − 1)RZqs

Encryption tAG1
+ ExG2

+ (2t + 2)MG1
+ P + RZ∗

q

Decryption d · ExG2
+ d · InvG2

+ (1 + d)MG2
+ 2d ·P

New-thABE Public Parameters MG1
+ P + 2RG1

+ RZ∗
q

Many

Attribute Sets
Key Generation AZ∗

q
+ (3 + t) · MG1

Flexible
Encryption (2t)AG1

+ ExG2
+ t(d − 1)EZ∗

q
Threshold Values

+ (1 + 2t) · MG1
+ t(d − 1)MZ∗

q
+ d · RZ∗

q

Decryption (2d − 1)AG1
+ InvG2

+ (2d + 2)MG1
+ MG2

+ 2P

the most expensive of the operations considered above.
For instance, [12] indicates that, for parameters provid-
ing practical security assurance (i.e. equivalent to 1024-
bit RSA [20]), P ≈ 4MG1

, MG1
≈ 100AG1

, AG1
≈ 14MZ∗

q
,

InvZ∗
q
≈ 16MZ∗

q
, and MZ∗

q
takes about 15 micro seconds

in software. Moreover, the cost of an operation in G2

can be assumed to be comparable to the cost of the same
operation in Z∗

q . Furthermore, note that neither the com-
putational cost of hash functions, nor that of additions in
Z
∗
q and exclusive OR operations are taken into account in

Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the Setup procedure of SW-thABE
and New-thABE have similar computational require-
ments. In particular, both feature a short constant set of
public and private parameters. However, New-thABE’s
Key Generation algorithm is significantly less compu-
tationally expensive than SW-thABE’s Key Generation
procedure. This computational difference is partially
shifted to the cost requirement of New-thABE’s encryp-
tion algorithm. Indeed, SW-thABE’s Encryption proce-
dure requires much more computation than New-thABE’s
Encryption algorithm. Note however that the cost of
New-thABE’s Encryption algorithm is lower than SW-
thABE’s Key Generation algorithm, especially when the
number of attributes used for encryption is high. The
main advantage of New-thABE comes from its Decryp-
tion procedure which involves only 2 pairings, compared
with 2d pairings in the case of SW-thABE’s decryption
algorithm. This gain is achieved by replacing pairing com-
putations with scalar multiplications in G1. (The latter
class of operations are significantly less expensive than the
former one.) Furthermore, Table 1 emphasizes that New-
thABE handles multiple attribute sets whose threshold
values can be specified at encryption time.

5 Security

This section presents the security guarantees of our pro-
posed thABE scheme.

Theorem 1. Let k be a security parameter. Assume that
the hash functions of New-thABE are random oracles.
Suppose also that there exists an attacker A which has
non-negligible advantage ε(k), in time τ , against any chal-
lenger Ch, in the IND-thABE-CPA game. Then, there ex-
ists an algorithm B which solves the BDH problem, in time

O(τ), with non-negligible advantage at least ε(k)
qH2

, where

qH2
is the number of H2 queries issued by A in the attack

game.

Proof : In this proof, we show how to construct B
using A. Let G1 and G2 be two Abelian groups of
prime order q, where G1 is additive and G2 is multi-

plicative. Let P
(1)
0 ∈ G∗

1 be a generator of G1, and
ê : G1 × G1 → G2 be a bilinear pairing on G1, such that
the BDH is assumed to be hard with respect to ê, and let

(G1, q, P
(1)
0 , aP

(1)
0 , bP

(1)
0 , cP

(1)
0 ) be a tuple for which a, b, c

are unknown to B. B’s goal is to solve the BDH Prob-

lem by computing ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(1)
0 )abc in polynomial time. To

achieve this goal, B initiates an IND-thABE-CPA game
with A, using an arbitrary security parameter k.

For simplicity, we shall assume that New-thABE is only
used to encrypt for one set of attributes at a time (in-
stead of two). The proof we construct could be easily be
adapted to deal with the case δ = 2.

B first sets n = poly1(k) and ` = poly2(k), using
polynomials poly1 and poly2. Then B picks s0 ∈R Z∗

q ,

η ∈R Z∗
q , and sets P

(3)
0 = ηP

(1)
0 , Ppub = aP

(1)
0 , X∗ =

bP
(1)
0 , and P

(2)
0 = cP

(1)
0 . B also sets g = ê(Ppub, P

(2)
0 )

and defines two hash functions Hsim
1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1
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and Hsim
2 : G2 → {0, 1}n over which it has full con-

trol. Then, B sets M = {0, 1}n, C = N` × {0, 1}` ×

G
`+1
1 × {0, 1}n, pubParams = (q, n, ê, P

(1)
0 , g,H1,H2),

params = (pubParams, a, P
(2)
0 , P

(3)
0 ), where s0 = a is

not known by B. B also picks µ ∈R Z∗
q . Throughout the

attack game, µ will be used to “personalize” the keys sent
to A. (Since A is the only users requesting keys, there is
no need to personalize the keys for many users.)

The rest of the proof consists of three sections. The
Hash Simulation section shows how B simulates Hsim

1

and Hsim
2 . The Attack Game section explains how B

handles the queries of the attack game. Finally, the
Complexity and Probability section derives the complex-
ity and probability results of the theorem.

Hash Simulation :
For Hsim

1 -queries, B maintains a list LHsim
1

whose
entries have the form (α, h1,α), where α ∈ {0, 1}∗ and
h1,α ∈ G1 is the simulated value of H1(α). Thus, on
input α ∈ {0, 1}∗, B proceeds as follows:

• If LHsim
1

already has an entry (α, h1,α), then B re-

turns h1,α as an answer to the Hsim
1 -query;

• Otherwise, B picks h1,α uniformly at random in G1,
adds (α, h1,α) to LHsim

1

, and returns h1,α as an an-

swer to the Hsim
1 query.

B also maintains a list LHsim
2

for Hsim
2 -queries, where the

entries of LHsim
2

have the form (γ, h2,γ), where γ ∈ G2

and h2,γ ∈ {0, 1}n is the simulated value of H2(γ). Thus,
on input γ ∈ G2, B proceeds as follows:

• If LHsim
1

already has an entry (γ, h1,γ), then B re-

turns h1,γ as an answer to the Hsim
1 -query;

• Otherwise, two cases are distinguished:

1) If, for some existing entry (γ′, h2,γ′) of LHsim
2

,
the discrete logarithm of γ′ with respect to

ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(2)
0 ) is equal to the discrete logarithm

of γ with respect to ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(3)
0 ), then B returns

h2,γ′. (Note that the equality of discrete loga-
rithm can be tested using standard techniques
[1]. Moreover, note that the search of a poten-
tial entry with equal discrete logarithm takes at
most qH2

trials.)

2) Otherwise, B picks h1,α uniformly at random
in {0, 1}n, adds (α, h1,α) to LHsim

1

, and returns

h1,α as an answer to the Hsim
1 query.

Attack Game:
B handles A’s queries as follows:

• Phase 1 : Given an identity ωi = {ij}
ti

j=1, B com-

putes Dωi
= (Sωi

, Tµ, Uµ), where Uµ = µP
(1)
0 , Tµ =

ηPpub−µPpub = s0P
(3)
0 −µPpub, and Sωi

= {Dij
}ti

j=1

with Dij
= µ·Qij

and Qij
= H1(IDij

) for 1 ≤ j ≤ ti.
B then sends Dωi

to A.

• Challenge Phase: A issues a threshold parameter
d∗, an identity ω∗ = {i∗j}

t∗

j=1 of its choice, and a
pair (m0, m1) of equal-length plaintexts, such that,
in Phase 1, no Key Extraction queries were issued on
an identity ω such that |ω ∩ ω∗| ≥ d. B then picks
a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, Z∗ ∈R {0, 1}n, and de-

fines a polynomial F(x) = Ppub + (
∑d∗

−1
z=1 rzx

z)P
(1)
0 ,

where rz ∈R Z∗
q for z = 1, · · · , d∗. B also com-

putes Yi∗
j

= F (i∗j ) + h1,IDi∗
j

X∗ for j = 1, · · · , t∗,

where (IDi∗
j
, h1,IDi∗

j

) is the entry of LHsim
1

used to

simulate the output of H1(IDi∗
j
). Then B com-

putes σ∗ according to the method described in New-
thABE’s Encryption procedure, and returns c∗ =
(σ∗, X∗, (Y ∗

i∗
j
)t∗

j=1, Z
∗) to A.

• Phase 2 : B proceeds as in Phase 1.

• Guess : A sends B his guess β′ and wins if β′ = β.
Regardless of A’s success, B picks (uniformly at
random) an entry (γ, h2,γ) of LHsim

2

, and submits

γ · ê(µPpub, X
∗) · ê(µP

(1)
0 , Ppub)

−1 as a solution of the
BDH problem.

Complexity and Probability :
Let c = (d, σ, X, (Yuv

)t
v=1, Z) be a valid ciphertext com-

puted for an identity ω. Then LHsim
2

contains an entry

of the form (γ, h2,γ), where γ = gr = ê(Ppub, P
(2)
0 )r =

ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(2)
0 )s0r for some r ∈ Z∗

q such that X = rP
(1)
0 .

Suppose that ωi = {ij}
ti

j=1 is some identity for which A

receives Dωi
= (Sωi

, Tµ, Uµ) from A. Then Uµ = µP
(1)
0 ,

Tµ = αPpub − µPpub = s0P
(3)
0 − µPpub, and Sωi

=
{Dij

}ti

j=1 with Dij
= µ · Qij

and Qij
= H1(IDij

) for
1 ≤ j ≤ ti. Suppose that Φ is a d-element subset of ω∩ωi.
Then λ = ê(

∑

j∈Φ φΦ
j Dj −Tµ, X)−1 · ê(Uµ,

∑

j∈Φ φΦ
j Yj) =

ê(s0P
(3)
0 − µPpub, rP

(1)
0 ) · ê(Uµ, rPpub) = ê(P

(3)
0 , P

(1)
0 )s0r.

So the discrete logarithm (DL) of λ with respect to

ê(P
(3)
0 , P

(1)
0 ) is equal to the DL of gr with respect to

ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(2)
0 ). Thus, if A encrypts a message m, and de-

crypts the corresponding ciphertext with the keys it re-
ceives from B, then A recovers m.

Moreover, remark that the only way for A to win the
attack game with non-negligible probability is to, some-
how, obtain attribute keys associated with a d-element
subset Φ∗ of ω∗, and to use c∗ to decrypt Z∗. Note
that the attribute keys provided by B do not enable A
to perform such a decryption. Thus, A must somehow
obtain a d-element set of valid attribute keys. More-
over, note that the decryption of Z∗ involves the compu-
tation of H2(ζ), where ζ = ê(

∑

j∈Φ∗ φΦ∗

j Dj − Tµ, X∗)−1 ·

ê(Uµ,
∑

j∈Φ∗ φΦ∗

j Y ∗
j ) = ê(s0P

(2)
0 − µPpub, bP

(1)
0 ) ·

ê(Uµ, Ppub) = gb · ê(µPpub, rP
(1)
0 )−1 · ê(Uµ, Ppub). Since
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gb = ê(P
(1)
0 , P

(1)
0 )abc, the solution of the BDH can be ob-

tained by computing ζ · ê(µPpub, X
∗) · ê(µP

(1)
0 , Ppub)

−1.
Thus, if B picks a random entry (γ, h2,γ) of LHsim

2

and if
γ = ζ, then B solves the BDH problem.

Let ε(k) be A’s advantage in the IND-thABE-CPA
game. Then, B solves the BDH problem with probabil-

ity at least ε(k)
qH2

, where qH2
is the number of H2 queries

issued by A in the attack game. Moreover, since each
query of the IND-thABE-CPA game requires B to make a
polynomial number of search operations and a polynomial
number of operations in Z∗

q , G2 and G1, it follows that
B solves the BDH problem in time O(τ) where τ is the
running time of A in the IND-thABE-CPA attack game.
Q.E.D.

A Note on Chosen Ciphertext Security

In [6], it is shown how to prove that the FullIndent scheme
is IND-ID-CCA secure using the fact that the BasicIdent
scheme is IND-ID-CPA secure, where FullIdent is the ob-
tained from BasicIdent by applying the so-called Fujisaki-
Okamoto padding [10]. In the same way, New-thABE
can be transformed into a scheme which is IND-thABE-
CCA secure. This can be done as follows: (1) trans-
form New-thABE into a scheme Basic-New-thABE-Pub
(using the method described in [6] to transform BasicI-
dent into BasicPub); (2) show that Basic-New-thABE-
Pub is IND-CPA if the BDH is intractable (using the
method described in the proof of Theorem 1); (3) show
that New-thABE is IND-ID-CPA if Basic-New-thABE-
Pub is IND-CPA (using the method described in the
proof of Lemma 4.2 of [6]); (4) transform Basic-New-
thABE-Pub into a scheme Full-New-thABE-Pub (by ap-
plying Fujisaki-Okamoto padding [10]); transform Full-
New-thABE-Pub into a scheme Full-New-thABE (as Ful-
lIdentPub is transform into FullIdent in [6]); show that
Full-New-thABE is IND-ID-CCA if Full-New-thABE-Pub
is IND-CCA (using the method described in the proof of
Lemma 4.6 of [6]); apply Lemma 4.5 of [6] to prove that
Full-New-thABE-Pub is IND-CCA if Basic-New-thABE-
Pub is IND-CPA; conclude that Full-New-thABE is IND-
ID-CCA secure if the BDH problem is intractable. (Note
that the above line of reasoning has been considered stan-
dard in the literature [11, 21].)

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to describe a provably-secure
efficient collusion-resistant threshold attribute-based en-
cryption (thABE) scheme which handles multiple at-
tribute sets with dynamically-specifiable threshold values.
This scheme can be used to support practical biometric-
based cryptographic access control.

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme is
the most efficient one of its class. In particular, the new
scheme is significantly more efficient and flexible than Sa-
hai and Waters’scheme. Moreover, the proposed scheme

was proven secure in the random oracle model, under a
standard number theoretic assumption.

An optimization of our scheme allows to produce
constant-size ciphertexts, when intended decryptors must
have all the attributes of given attribute sets. However,
it remains an open question whether it is possible to de-
sign a thABE scheme featuring constant-size ciphertexts
regardless of both the number of target attributes and the
specified threshold values.
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